Puppy Days at Becketwood
By now, Ed and Susan Sisola are prepared
for the greeting they receive each morning from
the newest member of their household, their sixmonth-old Welsh Spaniel puppy, Grace. It’s a
brief but authoritative “woof.” “Grace is telling
us, ‘Okay, you are up now. Time to go outside.
Let’s get going!,’” Susan says. “Grace sets the
schedule. We have to be ready when she is.”
The Sisolas had expected to get an older
dog from a shelter, but they soon found that a lot
of people had the same idea during the pandemic.
When they discovered that the supply of smaller dogs was limited, Ed and Susan opted for
a puppy. “It was love at first sight when we saw her,” Susan says. “But that is what
happens when you get a dog. It’s not a rational process. You fall in love all over again. We
decided to call her Grace, because we thought that was something the world could use
more of, right now.”
That first night at Becketwood, Grace woke up Ed and Susan at 4:30 in the
morning, but now she sleeps in until at least 6:30. “People are used to seeing me first thing
in the morning out on the lawn with Grace, wearing my down jacket over my pajamas,”
Susan added.
Ed says that Grace is quite calm when she is in the apartment. “But it is a whole
different story when she is outside. There are so many distractions—trees, people and
squirrels, especially squirrels. The lawn is her territory. She thinks it is her job to chase
all the squirrels up a tree. And she will do it all day long if we let her.”

The Top Dog Whisperer
and His Canine Crew
I’m walking on my usual route, down
a steep paved incline by the river. On this
particular day, the sight of something quite
unexpected is bestowed upon me. In a
small clearing a semi-circle of six or seven
canines on their haunches, perfectly still,
looking intently at their Top Dog person in
the center.
There they sit in pretty much exact
formation. Man, that Top Dog human upon
which all six or seven sets of canine eyes
are fixated, must have some big dogwhisperer magic, or it could be that he has
a bag full of gourmet biscuits laced with
dog-nip, the kind for which a pooch would
suspend its natural wiggleness indefinitely.
Then I did something naughty, so
unlike me. I was possessed by an impish
impulse and yes, yes, I did it. I yelled over
to magic man: “Wow, that’s quite a crew
you’ve got there!” at which time, much to
my secret delight, the dogs all turned in my
direction, wiggling, butting each other,
stretching, barking, breaking rank big time.
He waived and responded with, “I
sure do!” and then a, “No problem” when I
offered an apology. His good-naturedness,
the sheer delight of it all, and my own singing, “All God’s critters got a place in the
choir” powerfully fueled my climb up the
steep hill.
-Diane Barrett

Becketwood Lament
(To the tune of the Whiffenpoof Song)

To our strolls along the river,
To the place - Minnehaha Falls
To the Sea Salt scrumptious food we love
so well,
Where the Members all assemble to enjoy
those luscious smells,
And the magic of that cuisine casts its
spell.
We are poor Covid quarantine's, social distancing away
Far, far, far,
Members elite who have lost our way
Far, far, far.
If we just could have only one more spree
But we’re bound to mask for eternity
Covid have mercy on such as we
Far, far, far.
John Fenn.

The Cranes at Crex Meadows
Every fall thousands of cranes gather near
the Crex Meadows Wildlife Area in Wisconsin before beginning their migration to the
Gulf states. By day they feast in nearby farm
fields. Just before sunset they return to the
marsh to roost. Here's what Greta and I saw
last October:
https://fullloon.com/video/
Rich Brown
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Desserts for Danes and Their Friends
Whenever a Dane wants to challenge you in the use of their language, they will ask you
to pronounce "rød grød med fløde” (red pudding with cream). If you make noises as though
you have a potato stuck in your throat while swallowing all the r’s, you might approximate this
phrase. That rød grød is available from the supermarket as Junket brand Danish dessert.
Combine package contents with 2 cups water, heat to boiling, cook one minute stirring
constantly, remove from heat and put in serving bowls to cool. Serve with cream.
You don’t have to speak Danish to enjoy this delicious Almond Torte. Always a favorite
and easy to prepare: Ingredients: 2 eggs (beaten), ¾ C butter, 1 ½ C sugar, 2 tsp almond
extract, ½ tsp vanilla extract, 1 ½ C flour
Combine all ingredients and pour into foil lined 9” or 10” spring-form pan. The batter is
not self-leveling so use a spatula. Top with slivered or sliced almond and sprinkle with sugar
(best with large crystal raw sugar). In oven preheated to 350 bake 30 to 35 minutes (as soon as
it begins to brown – don’t bake too long or it gets dry). Cool, peel foil, and serve from plate. Can
be accompanied with whipped cream and fresh fruit. Serve the fruit room temperature, having
sprinkled it with sugar to create sweet juices.
-Joel Mortensen

